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The first Pakistani film was released on 7th August
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Nibhain Gay. In Season 2 of PTV Drama Serial Wafa
Hum Nibhain Gay every episode has been released

online on this page. You can watch online PTV Drama
Serial Wafa Hum Nibhain Gay episodes online by

clicking the episode below! - 27 (Season 2) - Watch
PTV Drama Serial Wafa Hum Nibhain Gay Online. PTV

Drama Serial Wafa Hum Nibhain Gay. A Mahlaqa, A Jan-
e-Wafa, Kyun Aaj Hay Tu Sharmai Hui. Ptv drama serial
wafa hum nibhain gay last episode 2017-12-18 03:03
PM. Hazrat Shabir ( Sahab Bahr e - Aqam e - Piyam e -

Tawah e - Wajib e - Zakat ) reported that the Holy
Prophet (PBUH) said "At the time of the break up of the

society, the brother of the Holy Prophet (PBUH) was
asked: `What is the criteria for the partition of the

society?' The Holy Prophet (PBUH) replied: `Except a
thin partition ( qauliha), none will be forgiven and none

will be tolerated (waqt e hain fikr kim ye aazihi hain
waqt e hain rehti hain) (The meaning of "waqt e hain
fikr kim ye aazihi hain waqt e hain rehti hain" is: if a
person performs something other than Islam in the

name of Islam and does it secretly, he or she will not
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be tolerated).'" Episode 1 of the much awaited PTV
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